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H

ave you ever stood
watching
your
mother cry while
being unable to do
anything to help?
ever seen your cousins –
your friends since birth –
stand heartbroken without
being able to offer them any
comfort?
ever seen your aunt and uncle go
through the worst heartbreak any
parent will ever suffer and not be in
a position to simply put your arms
around them?
This is the reality of a funeral in
Ireland right now. and it’s horrific.
My beautiful cousin Frances died
last week from complications
during what was considered a fairly
routine operation. The sudden and
unexpected nature of her death
was difficult enough. What followed
was beyond what any of us had
imagined.
an old boss once said to me, ‘How
many cousins do you actually
have?’ – because he’d heard me
mention having a cousin who could
source/fix/deliver something, anything, so many times. It made me
laugh, because there are quite a
few of us, but we’re also very close.
On my mam’s side, I have 24
cousins. Most of us live in Dublin
or close by so we see each other on
a fairly regular basis.
We’ve been each other’s bridesmaids, godparents to each other’s
children, and some of us are closer
than many siblings.
Frances was one of the older
cousins in the family, and was the
life and soul of everything she did.
I’ve never smoked and I’ve never
regretted that more than when
we’d be at a party that she was also
attending, as she’d spend most of
the night out in the smoking area
entertaining anyone who’d listen
with her stories.

P

eOple would come back
into the room in hysterics and try to tell you
what she’d been saying,
but it wasn’t the same. You had to
hear it from her.
But apart from her wit, she was
kind. She was generous. She was
hard-working. She was always
there for anyone who needed her.
She was admitted to hospital last
Saturday week with stomach pains,
diagnosed with a bowel issue, and
during the operation to resolve it,
she had a stroke and never regained
consciousness. She was just 52.
Shockwaves went through our
family as we got the calls and the
news spread.
as thoughts turned to her funeral,
we all knew there would only be
ten people allowed into the church.
But it wasn’t going to stop us going
along to support the family. Our
family.
We decided we’d line the entrance
to the church, keeping socially
distanced as much as possible.
There were maybe 40 people on
the road up to the church, and the
first thing I noticed was my aunt
and uncle, Frances’s parents, being
dropped off at the gates. It hadn’t
occurred to me until then that
funeral cars are banned right now
as they would involve mixing
households.
as the rest of her family – her husband, daughter, son, four brothers,
two sisters and a rake of in-laws,
nephews and nieces – arrived in
dribs and drabs, we all waved at
each other and tried to convey as
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Restrictions
on funerals
are cruel and
unnecessary
As we buried my beloved
cousin Frances last week, her
devastated family were faced
with horrifying choices because
Government guidelines still allow
just ten people into a church
SATURDAY

ESSAY

much as possible the anguish we
were feeling for them. But nothing
does that quite like a hug.
The moment that broke me was
my poor uncle looking over at my
mam and their other sister, all
three of them crying uncontrollably
as they struggled to comprehend
the loss. None of them was able to
give the others any kind of physical
comfort.
at least two of his sisters were
able to make it this far. another
sister is in Spain, while one brother
is in london, and another brother
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and sister have health complications that mean they can’t leave
their homes for fear of contracting
Covid-19. a family kept apart in
their hour of need by this awful
virus. We thought this was bad.
Worse was to come.
as the coffin arrived up the street,
Frances’s four brothers gathered
to carry it into the church. They
were followed by her husband, her
daughter, her son, her parents and
her two sisters, before a lady standing at the door of the church indicated that they wouldn’t all be

allowed in. I watched in shock as I
realised one of these people — her
immediate family — was not going
into the church. For a moment it
even looked like her son might
have to watch his mother’s funeral
on a phone screen.
Just let that sink in for a minute.
Someone who’d just lost his mother
suddenly and unexpectedly, with
no preparation of any sort, was not
going to attend her funeral.
Thankfully some kind of sense
won out and the 11 of them were
allowed in. If the guidelines had
been strictly adhered to — and I
understand that in many parishes,
they are — I’ve no idea how they
would have decided who would
stay outside. How do you even
begin that conversation?
If it wasn’t her son, it would have
been her mam, her dad, her
husband, her daughter, a brother
or a sister. That’s a call that should

never have to be made, a cruel
sacrifice forced on an alreadydistraught family member.
a sacrifice that I also think is an
unnecessary one. The very next
day, I stood in a queue outside my
local Dunnes Stores and thought:
how can all these people be allowed
in here?
Just three days later, I saw the
videos of the queues outside the
likes of B&Q, Woodie’s and
Homebase.
I understand that shopping is
essential, but so too is people being
able to attend their beloved’s
funeral.
What is the Government thinking
behind limiting funerals to just ten
people? Surely something as simple as cordoning off certain rows in
the church could be done. You
could have four rows taped off
between each accessible row, easily
keeping a two-metre gap between
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Agony of
Covid, life
after death,
and Hurley
still a hit…
Amanda
Platell
Hearts go out to
courageous Kate
NEWS that ITV presenter Kate Garraw ay ’s h u s b a n d
Derek Draper is still
in hospital, having
been there since
the end of March, is
so saddening.
Especially when
we read social
media posts from
Ka t e r eve a l i n g
how her heart —
and those of their
two children — sink
‘ever y
day’,
searching for ‘little
green shoots of
hope that this
dreadful disease is
easing and that,
hopefully soon we
might all be able to
see each other

again and hug’.
We wish the same
for you Kate, and
for your children,
and for everyone
going though such
agony — and that
there will come a
day when we can
all hug again.

Pop fan’s brave note

Witty and
kind: Frances
was the life
and soul of
any party

YeSTerDAY was
the third anniversary
of the Manchester
Arena bombing,
which killed 22 mostly
young people at a
pop concert.
Services were held
throughout the city,
and the singer Ariana
Grande, who was
starring at the arena
when the bomb went
off, said with feeling:
‘Not a day goes past
that this doesn’t
affect you and all of
us still.’ Those words
would chime with
Freya Lewis, now 17,
who lost her best

friend Nell Jones in
the blast and suffered
terrible injuries
herself.
‘Nell will forever be
with me. I’m at times
overwhelmed by
grief,’ she says —
before adding, with
such an uplifting
sense of human spirit:
‘But I feel like I’ve
had a second chance,
I feel more grateful
for everything and
everyone.
‘My main goal for
the rest of my life is
to be happy and
remember how lucky
I am to be here.’

LIZ STILL LUSCIOUS
the congregation, and limit each
open row to one household.
I mean, look at the buses,
trams and trains currently
running. If it can be done on
them, why can’t it be done in a
church?
It seems bizarre to me that a
small church with a limited
capacity can have the same
restrictions on it as some of the
enormous churches we have
throughout the country.
Some of these buildings can
easily house 500 people at
capacity. With strict social
distancing, they could still hold
60 to 70 people.
A small hardware store in a

rural village is not allowing in
the same number of people as a
vast B&Q in Dublin; a corner
shop is not serving the same
amount as a multi- storey
Dunnes Stores.
So why are all churches being
treated the same?
Why are families being left
watching a close loved one’s
funeral on their phone?
The Government needs to
take a look at the restriction
and see if there is a way to ease
it. It has form – it was announced
just last week that the resumption of the horse-racing season
would be brought forward by
three weeks.

They’ll be under starter’s
orders by June 8, while families
who have lost loved ones will
still have the church doors
closed in their faces.
But I guess death is not
backed by a powerful lobby
group.
The way we mourn death and
celebrate a life is a unique and
integral part of Irish culture – as
well as being a huge element of
the grieving process.
Not allowing people to do it in
the right way will contribute to
the mental health crisis that
will already be an inevitable
hangover of this lockdown.
I am not against the lockdown

by any means. I think it’s done a
great job of controlling the
spread of Covid-19 and we only
have to look at our nearest
neighbour to see how bad it
could have been.
But if standing in queues for a
hardware store or a supermarket is considered OK to do, then
ways to allow funerals to cater
for bigger numbers must be
found too.
Our much-loved Frances will
one day get the send-off she
deserves, a celebration of her
life, and her devastated family
will share all the stories about
how wonderful she was.
Until then, fly high beautiful.

I AM in awe of Liz
Hurley, 54, who posted a
picture reclining on a
faux fur rug looking
simply sensational in a
Versace dress she first
wore in her early 30s.
Two decades on and she
can still fit into it! Crikey,
after self-isolation in
lockdown, eating fast
food — all right, junk
food — in my Sweaty
Betty stretch leggings, I
can’t fit into a designer
dress I wore two
months ago!
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OPINION

J

ust over five years
ago I was in New
York for work when
I found myself with
an
unexpectedly
free evening. It had been a
stressful few days and I
was glad of the downtime.

It was my first time in New
York, it was February and snowing, so I decided to just leave my
hotel and take a wander. Every
crossroads I hit, I’d look around,
choose a direction and follow it.
I wasn’t worried about getting
lost, wherever I ended up, I’d
grab a taxi back to my hotel.
After a couple of hours of
meandering, I was getting hungry – and thirsty. ‘I’d murder a
pint of cider,’ I thought.
Having lived in California for
several years, I knew my only
chance of that tipple would be
an Irish bar. I kept an eye out
and having passed several that
were a bit too shamrocks and
shillelaghs for my liking, I happened upon one with a more
subdued grip on its ties to the
homeland.
In I went and looked around. A
waitress approached me, asked
if I was eating and if I was alone.
When I said yes to both, she
asked if I’d mind sitting at the
bar as it was a Saturday evening
and they were expecting to
get busy.
‘Not at all,’ I assured her – it’s
where I like to sit if I’m in a pub
on my own anyway.
She led me to a seat and told
me the bartender would be with
me soon. A door at the back of
the bar opened and a girl walked
through. ‘Sharon?’ I said.
‘Linda?’ she replied. ‘No way,
great to see you.’
Sharon had worked behind the
bar in my local back in Dublin
for several years but I hadn’t
seen or heard from her since
she’d moved to America, about
eight years before.
‘Cider?’ she asked.
‘Ah sure go on,’ I said.

How can our
pubs survive
pre-booking,
a 105-minute
limit and a €9
threshold?
Great craic:
Linda and her
cousin Michelle
enjoy the pub
atmosphere in
Lanzarote

Authentic
Sharon was finished her shift
about an hour later so I had
something to eat while I waited
for her and we were able to
chat in snippets while she
worked. She joined me when she
was finished.
As the bar filled up, she
introduced me to several of the
regulars. Within a few hours, I
was surrounded by a cohort of
new friends and as a band
warmed up, I knew I was there
for the night.
That, to me, is an Irish pub.
It’s why I seek them out wherever I travel. Yes, many around
the world are all style no substance, but a true, authentic
Irish pub has that familiar warm,
intimate, friendly feel the
moment you walk in the door.
That’s what sets it apart.
McLaughlin’s in Dusseldorf.
The Dubliner in Copenhagen.
Paddy Reilly’s in Basel. Fibber’s
in Dubai. McBride’s in Barbados. These are some that have
nailed it and in which I’ve spent
many a good night out.
It’s not about being fancy, it’s
about being real. You can’t create it, it’s just there.
And now everything that’s
good about an Irish pub in our
own country is under threat. The
new guidelines on pub reopenings, to be published in the com-
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ing days by the Government, are
said to include some ridiculous
proposals.
Customers must prebook. They
can only stay for 105 minutes.
They have to eat a ‘substantial’
meal costing at least €9.
Hmm, something you must

book ahead, with a limited
amount of time and with food
being served – this sounds familiar to me, what does it remind
me of? Oh yes, restaurants, of
which we already have enough,
thank you.
There are so many holes in this

plan, it may as well cry ‘cuckoo’
and come served with crackers –
once it costs more than €9,
of course.
And therein lies the first problem. Why €9? It’s a figure that
appears to have been plucked
out of the sky. Perhaps around
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the city centre where the ministers eat their lunch, it seems
reasonable.
Well may I point them in the
direction of Paddy Cullen’s in
Ballsbridge, a stone’s throw from
my office, where I can guarantee
them they’ll get a very substantial ham and cheese toastie
with a sizeable side of crisps for
€5. They could even add a
side of chips or a bowl of soup
and at €8.50 still not meet
the threshold.
And this is just one of a
host of pubs around the country
doing quality food at reasonable prices.
It also means people having to
order another meal if they
move to a second pub or more,
meaning we’ll be eating four
large meals just to get a night
out with friends.
The second issue is pre-booking. Firstly, it rules out the best
pub days – the unexpected ones.
The ones when you find yourself
sitting in the pub awaiting your
fourth pint with a bag at your
feet containing bread and the
newspaper because you were
only planning to nip to the
shops but found yourself getting
waylaid by a chance meeting
with a friend.

Flexibility
It also increases the chances of
pubs being hit by the bane of
restaurateurs – no-shows. People who book several venues for
the same time and then just
decide on the night which suits
them best, leaving hosts with
empty tables.
In rural areas, where there are
limited options, it offers no
flexibility to those who just want
to enjoy a few hours of company
– for many, the only company
they have in life.
It also encourages pub crawls
as when most people go out,
they’re out for the night. So
having condemned the ‘12 Pubs
of Christmas’ for years, they’re
now actively telling people that’s
the best way to party.
The third issue is the time
limit. How does that apply to
those who come to watch sport?
Do they have to leave 15 minutes
before the end of a Premier
League game or can they take a
half-time break like the players
and then stay until the end?
What if a game goes to extra
time or penalties – do they
have to leave and watch through
the window?
If tennis is your sport of choice,
you’d have to book three pubs or
more to watch the marathon
matches that the likes of Roger
Federer and Rafa Nadal regularly serve up.
This is all before we even contemplate the fact that if someone does have Covid-19, forcing
them to move like this increases
the amount of places they’re
spreading it to.
The plan as flagged is unenforceable and puts the future of
pubs around the country in
j eopardy at a time when we
should be doing all we can to
save them.
I love pubs. I love the banter,
the craic, the chats, the slagging,
the laughter.
But most of all, I love the
friendships, already in existence
or newly made.
It will be a sad day
when we have to get on a plane
before we can experience
all that again.
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T

his time last year,
I was at a dinner
in the beautiful
Inchydoney Island
Lodge & Spa.
There were about 20 people at the meal, around
half of whom I knew.

I was flitting between conversations when I heard the words,
‘Yeah, I’m marrying my brother
later this year.’ Wondering what
on earth I’d stumbled into, I
spluttered.
The woman who’d said the
words burst out laughing and
then clarified for me: ‘I’m a
celebrant.’
It took me back to my school
days when I discovered that one
of my friends had jokingly told
some other friends that my
father was a priest when I’d
mentioned that he had weddings
most Saturdays (he was a photographer). She’d forgotten to
tell them she was only messing,
so this news grew wings and
spread quite far until he came in
to do the next round of school
photographs.
I told this story at the dinner
and after another burst
of laughter all around, I spent
the next 20 minutes or so grilling
my companion on celebrancy.
What exactly is it? What do
you do? What does it entail? Do
you like it?
Her answer to the last question
was probably the one that
clinched it for me. ‘I absolutely
love it,’ she said. ‘Who wouldn’t
love love?’
It was these words that sent
me on my own path to celebrancy. I love telling people’s
stories and if they’re happy
stories, all the better.

Honoured
I also thought back to my wedding, to my now ex-husband,
almost 16 years ago. We had prepared with a local priest who I
knew very well. He was young,
fun and easy to interact with. He
knew loads about us and was
keen to incorporate our story
into the wedding.
But he took ill just days beforehand so we had to use a different
priest. He was very old, didn’t
know us, had very little interaction with the congregation and
was extremely hard for guests to
even hear.
Obviously you don’t expect
a church wedding to be a party,
but a bit of fun would have
been nice. This was the most
important part of the day, yet
I sat there just willing it to
be over.
So I looked into it and discovered a celebrant-led wedding
is the opposite of this, the
c eremony is entirely what the
couple wants.
You can do a six-month course
with the Irish Institute
of Celebrants, one Sunday a
month, with assignments in
between so it’s not too taxing
and can easily be done alongside
a full-time job.
I signed up and began last September, completing it at the
start of March. I’m ready to go,
with my first booking being one
of my best friends, who’s getting

Why I’m
marrying
couples
burned by
the Covid
outbreak
Wedding days: The
first booking Linda,
inset below, got
was for one of her
best friends
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One has lost €1,600, the other
€1,250 – money they’ll never
see again for services they will
never use.
I can completely understand if
it’s for something such as a cake,
when ingredients may have
already been bought and preparation had begun. But they’ve
also lost out on cars, bands, photographers, balloons and, yes,
their celebrant, when no level of
service has yet been provided by
any of these businesses.
I understand that a deposit is
not just for the service but also
to ensure that in the event of a
cancellation you have some fallback as you could have booked
another job for the same date.
But in this case, there are no
other jobs.
Whatever job they had booked
for that date would not now
be happening. The band would
not be playing at another event.
The cars would not be taking
another bride to her big day.
The balloons would not be tied
to some other hotel entrance.
And so on...
And, yes, I also understand
that musicians and drivers and
florists have incredibly uncertain
futures, so do brides and grooms.
So do we all.
This is a time to be sound; to
give back in any way you can.
Social media is awash with
lovely offers of grocery deliveries
or socially distant chats
with neighbours but there are
some horror stories too of people who are being ripped off at a
time when we’re all counting
every penny.
Airlines refusing refunds.
Banks taking quarterly fees on
the same day that most people’s
first €350 payment dropped into
their accounts.
However, big business is a ruthless game and it’s somewhat
expected that faceless corporations won’t take the humane
route in all of this.

Kindness

linda maher
married in August. I’m absolutely honoured she’s asked me
to get the day off to the best
possible start.
And so to this week, when
I received enquiries about
my availability from two couples,
via friends’ recommendations

on Facebook. Both couples
have had to postpone their
weddings due to the coronavirus
outbreak.
They have both moved from
dates in May to dates later in the
year but their original celebrant
can’t do the new dates. Thank-

fully I could and I now have two
new bookings.
But what horrified me during
both conversations was
when they told me how much
they’d lost in deposits from
services they’ve booked for their
big days.

But aren’t we better than
that? Don’t we have a gut feeling
that doesn’t allow us to take
advantage of people when
they’re already at a low ebb?
And doesn’t our inner kindness
force itself to be heard in times
of crisis?
I’m not just sitting here writing
words about this either. I’m
putting my money where
my mouth is. Having spoken to
one of the brides this week, I
mulled it over and sent her a
text to say I’d deduct the
deposit she’d lost to the other
celebrant from my fee. When the
second one called me, I told her
I’d do the same for her.
I then put out a call on social
media to offer the same to any
couple who contact me and have
lost a deposit to a celebrant.
One of the first things we
learned on the course was to be
grateful that we had been chosen to be a central part of one of
the most important events in a
person’s life. I am grateful. And
I’m paying it forward.
Be safe folks, and where you
can, be sound.
Find Linda on Twitter at
@byyouforyou2 or email
lindamaher@byyouforyou.ie
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